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Parallel apk lite

随时访问这个最⼤的社交⽹络 ⼿机中的拍照⼯具之王,登陆安卓了 Android设备上的最佳社交⽹络 ⼀款展⽰社交⾳乐才能的社交软件 同名⽇本漫画社区的官⽅应⽤ ⽤于社交⽹络Tumblr的官⽅应⽤ 随时把图⽚钉到钉板 ⽤图⽚分享快乐瞬间 Do you have two accounts for instant messaging applications, tired of logging in and
out to receive double messages, form your dual account? Do you have double game accounts, do they want to simultaneously keep them online dual function and get dual experiences? Do you have two accounts for the social network, do you want to work and separate personal life, double your entertainment time? As
one of the top-ranked tools on Android, Parallel Space helps more than 90 million users log on to multiple accounts simultaneously online on the same device through virtual system. The Parallel Space Lite will also provide a faster performance to mimic your dual account through a high-speed virtual system. Parallel
Space supports 24 languages, and is compatible with most instant messaging apps, game apps, and social networking apps. Get Parallel Space instantly to manage multiple accounts, protect privacy, and enjoy double the fun of your dual app.★Log in your dual instant messaging apps, dual-gaming apps, and dual social
networking apps• Balance between your life and work easily through the virtual system.• Dual game accounts and double enjoy the fun.• Almost all instant messaging apps, game apps, and social networking apps are supported for the dual account in Parallel Space. Data from both accounts will not interfere with each
other.★Switch quickly between dual accounts with just one-tap• Run two accounts simultaneously on the virtual system, and switch between them quickly with one-tap to effectively manage your dual accounts. Tips• If you are simultaneously using the Parallel Space and the Parallel Space Lite, you can theoretically
reach that management of more than 2 accounts simultaneously :)Notas:• Permissions: Parallel Space must apply for the permissions required by the apps in Parallel Space to function normally. For example, if Parallel Space is not allowed to acquire your location, you will not be able to send your location to your friends
in some apps running in Parallel Space. Parallel space does not collect your personal information to protect privacy.• Consumption: Parallel space itself does not take up too much memory, battery and data through which is actually consumed by the apps running inside. Details can be viewed in 'Storage' and 'Task
Manager', which can be found in 'Settings' in Parallel Space.• Notifications: Please add Parallel Space to whitelist or exceptional list of some 'boost programs' to ensure notification of some social networking apps functions well.• Conflict: You cannot run two accounts of some social networking apps by the same cell
phone number. You must use another mobile number to run your second account of those apps in Parallel space and ensure that the mobile number is active during your first sign-in because there will be an authentication message sent to this number. For any problems, please contact us via the 'Feedback' feature
within Parallel Space or send us an email at: dualappgo@gmail.comFollow us on FB for the latest news: us on Google + Group: Share your day using photos The excellent social network always on your Android device A social network to share your musical talent The world's top photo app – now on Android A smaller
version of the full Facebook app Arrange high definition video calls Enjoy the most open social network at any moment Meet new people and chat with their Package name: com.parallel.space.. Lite Version: 4.0.9035 (837) File Size: 10.7 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean , API 16) MD5 :
2f884912a402d872cc6c342ca4e1f529 SHA1: a6167cd2d58ed77cdbe1f9ca1dc6b0eb7d934d20 Other versions of this information are not available! Fully compatible with Android 10 Optimized the overall performance of Parallel Space. Fixed some notable flaws. Do you have two accounts for instant messaging
applications, tired of logging in and receiving, double messages form your dual account.you have double-play accounts, want to keep them online simultaneously to get dual function and dual experiences? have two accounts for the social network, wanting to work and separating personal life, dual experience your
entertainment time? If one of the top-ranked tools on Android, Parallel Space, helps more than 90 million users log on to multiple accounts simultaneously, online on the same device through virtual system.the Parallel space Lite will provide a faster performance, to simulate your dual account by, a high speed virtual
system. Parallel space supports 24 languages, and is compatible with most instant messaging apps, game apps, and social networking apps. Get Parallel Space immediately to manage multiple accounts, protect privacy and double the fun of your dual app.★Log in your dual instant messaging apps, dual-gaming apps
and dual social networking apps• Balance between your life and work easily through the virtual system.• Double-play accounts and double enjoy the fun.★Switch quickly between dual accounts with just one-tapRun two accounts simultaneously on the virtual system, and switch between them quickly with one-tap, to
manage your dual accounts effectively. If you use the Parallel Space and the Parallel Space Lite at the same time, you could theoretically have that running, over 2 reached simultaneously. For any problems, please contact us via the 'Feedback' , feature inside Parallel Space Space send us an email at,
dualappgo@gmail.comFollow us on FB for the latest news: us on Google+ Group: Download APK1. Fully compatible with Android 102. Optimized the overall performance of Parallel Space.3. Fixed some notable flaws. FOLLOW US Page 2 FOLLOW US Il re della photographia mobile, ora su Android Il miglior social
network sul tuo device Android Organizza videochiamate ad alta definizione Una versione ridotta dell'app di Facebook Condividi ogni momento con una photo Un social network pigeon condi Vi Re il tuo talento musical Pubblica le tuesday photo in qualsiasi momento Video chat casuali con migliaia di persons La red
social por excelencia and tu terminal Android Una versión reducida de la aplicación de Facebook El rey de la fotografía móvil, ahora and Android Compare tuss momentos con photographyías Organiza videollamadas and alta definición Disfruta de la red social más escueta and todo momento Pinea cualquier
photographyía and cualquier momento Crea y compare divertidos vídeos musical O app para Android da reason mais popular em mundo Uma versão light para dispositivos básicos A savior social mais popular sempre à mão your interests on a virtual wall Use Twitter everywhere and anytime on your Android Android
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